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Slow pc or more precisely the slow start up problem is a major issue with all windows systems.
However the issue can be fixed if you follow some of the easy steps properly.

Windows itself is capable enough to fix the slow pc or slow startup problem.  All built in tools and
utilities are very useful to speed up your PC and startup. Some of the most essential steps are as
follows.

â€¢	Perform a Defrag your disk on a regular interval.

â€¢	Get rid of unwanted programs from your PC.

â€¢	Take away faulty hardware components.

â€¢	Use an up to date antivirus and antispyware program to clean your PC. Virus and other malware
are the biggest security threats for any system.

â€¢	Try to use updated software programs and keep them updating all the time.

â€¢	Update your windows directly from Microsoftâ€™s websites for the latest updates.

Remove unnecessary startup programs

This is a very common cause behind a slow startup problem in any windows operating system. To
avoid this problem go to msconfig utility from start-Run and uncheck all the programs that are listed
in the startup list.  There are no bad consequences at all after removing programs from windows
startup. It is because all the essential Microsoft services are hidden from a userâ€™s view. Removing
unwanted programs from the PC is also a great computer help.

Incorrect BIOS setting renders slow startup problem in windows 7

An Incorrect BIOS setting can cause a slow startup problem in windows 7. It is recommended to
load default BIOS setting or reset it manually and check if this resolves the issue.

If SATA hard drive is placed in the wrong slot can cause slow startup

If you have a good hardware specification and still your PC shows slow startup or slow PC issue,
you need to change the plugging slot in your SATA drive. Try placing the SATA hard drive into
different sockets and see the difference. There might be some rare occasions where incorrect
selection of a SATA slot can cause slow startup and slow PC problem.

Upgrade from Vista to Windows 7 can cause slow startup in windows 7

Though it is not very common reason yet sometime upgrading from Vista to windows 7 can cause a
slow startup issue in windows 7. If your PC used to boot rapidly and after upgrading to windows 7 it
becomes slow, a clean reinstall of windows 7 can resolve the issue. Windows 7 can abolish your
slow PC  and slow startup problem.

Incorrect drivers selection especially not approved by WHQL can cause Windows 7 to start up slow
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Drivers are an interface between software programs and the hardware that are attached with your
system. Without a driver we cannot use any attached hardware devices at all.  WHQL or Windows
Hardware Quality Labs is a body which takes care about the appropriate and compatible drivers for
windows. In short an incompatible driver set can cause a slow startup issue in windows 7 also.
Removing and reinstalling the drivers is the best solution to avoid this issue.

In nut shell the above mentioned steps can speed up your slow computer or slow startup problem to
a great extent. If this does not help you need a computer help from an expert to fix your slow pc and
slow startup problem. 
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